in the membrane. Moreover, the membrane has a skin at its evaporating surface, the non-zero thickness of which is lindependent of atn1ospheric concentration. The inner surface of the skin is characterised by the steady-state diffusion coefficient becoming zero or infinite there. Examples are given of hypothetical diffusion co-·efficients that yield the anomalous evaporative behavior considered • *Work done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
Consider a diffusion process that controls evaporation by delivering to the surface of a membrane a substance that evaporates therefrom into an atmosphere. Some authors, cited by Jost (1960, P• 297) and Crank (1950) , report that for certain materials the steady-state rate of diffusive flow to the s~face is increased by increasing the atmospheric concentration of the evaporating substance. That is, the evaporation is reported to proceed faster into a humid than into a dry atmosphere. Such diffUsion behavior has defied explanation by the ordinary methods of diffusion analysis (for example, Crank 1950) . This note derives necessary, qualitative conditions for the diffusion process and gives examples of hypothetical diffusion coefficients that yield anomalous diffusion behavior.
The situation may be described with reference to a membrane extending in thickness from x ; 0 to x ; 1. Suppose the evaporation to occur from the surface x ; 1. Denote by c1(x) and c2(x) the continuous steady-state concentrations of the diffusing substance in the membrane with
These are the simplest ~unda.ry conditions. With the non-negative
where p 1 and P 2 are the respective non-negative rates of diffusive flow.
The reported behavior requires P 1 > P2• . ,· \ The diffusion of water through a rubber membrane is anomalous in the present sense (Jost 1960, P• 298) . The water-content data shown by Ba.rrer (1951, p. 435) suggest that the steady-state diffusion coefficient of the rubber membrane is zero on the entry surface, while the steady-state concentration in the membrane resembles that of the first foregoing example •
